RAD�RACE
CODE

You want to participate at a RAD RACE Event? Sweet! There are just a few rules you should keep in mind:
1.

To participate at one of our races you have to be at least 16. In case you are not 16 you have to show
us a letter of consent on the day of the race.

2.

For your own safety and of the people around you, you are not allowed to compete in the race if you
are drunk or otherwise intoxicated. We will be cautious and won’t make any exceptions.

3.

In this context we want to make one thing clear: Doping sucks! Race clean! If we catch you being
doped at one of our own races or at any other race in the past or present: you are banned … for life.

4.

We not only care about your own but also about your bike’s condition. So please make sure that both
are fit for a race and always check for specific requirements regarding each of our events.

5.

Part of your equipment should always be a helmet: No helmet – No ride!

6.

Right before the start there will be a riders briefing that you must definitely attend. It will be about
where to mount bib numbers and timekeeping chips. You will also hear about certain specifics of the
race. And safety rules.

7.

Being an aggressive dick head on the track is something we don’t want to see at our races. Just
because these are competitions fair play is still always priority, so keep your elbows where they
belong.

8.

A peaceful atmosphere is something we want to achieve on the whole event. So please don’t act like
a total douche and just behave like a decent human being. Yes there will be emotions but we want
you to always be nice and respectful to the riders, spectators, organizers and helpers.

9.

Especially being tolerant is a topic that has maximum relevance for us, that there is no place for
racism, homophobia or any kind of hostility on our events. Stop Racism – Start Raceism!

10. Last but not least: Always follow our instructions during the race – or just in case those of the local
police!
Enough chit chat: Let’s ride some epic shit!

